This article presents a new connectionist architecture for stochastic univariate signal prediction. After a review of related statistical and connectionist models pointing out their advantages and limitations, we introduce the -NARMA model as the simplest non-linear extension of ARMA models. These models then provide the units of a MLP-like neural network: the -NARMA neural network. The associated learning algorithm is based on an extension of classical back-propagation and on the concept of virtual error. Such networks can be seen as an extension of ARIMA and ARARMA models and faces the problem of non-stationary signal prediction. A theoretical study brings understanding of experimental phenomena observed during the -NARMA learning process. The experiments carried out on three railroad related real-life signals suggest that -NARMA networks outperform other studied univariate models.
I. Introduction
Most neural network models for signal prediction come from a connectionist approach to statistical models, as auto-regressive Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 1] or Nonlinear Auto-Regressive Moving Average (NARMA) models 2]. The architecture we describe in this article is { from a statistical point of view { an extension of Auto-Regressive AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARARMA) models. A number of results of both statistical and connectionist theories show that several small systems working together often outperform a single larger system (divide and conquer principle). For instance Parzen 3] with his ARARMA model, showed that two statistical models in tandem are more e cient than one bigger single model. Our approach is based on both NARMA models and Local Feedback Networks (LFN) 4].
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. We rst present classical statistical and connectionist models and their limitations. After an overview of a simple extension of ARMA models called -NARMA models, we present a new architecture using these models as units of a larger network { called -NARMA network { and its associated learning algorithm, giving some clues to explain how it works. Finally, we show how -NARMA networks give better results than other univariate prediction models on three real life signal prediction tasks. Besides, the error signal of this model shows much lower dependencies on underlying explicative variables.
II. Classical Techniques
In this article, we only deal with one step univariate signal prediction without any exogenous variable. No assumption on the nature of the signal is made. Letx(t) denotes the predicted value of a signal 1 knowing x(0), : : :, x(t ? 1).
A. Statistical Models
Statistical models 2 on which Box and Jenkins method 5] is based | such as AR, MA, ARMA and ARIMA models { are widely used in industrial applications since they are simple and e cient. Parzen has proposed an extension of these models called ARARMA. Given a signal x(t), these models are based on the identi cation of its associated process x. The best predictorx with respect to the variance is the conditional meanx(t) = E x(t)jx(t ? 1); : : : ; x(0)].
An ARMA(p; q) (Auto-Regressive Moving Average) processes is a combination of an AR(p) process and a MA(q) process. An ARMA(p; q) process x is thus expressed x(t) = + P p i=1 i x(t ? i) + P q j=1 j (t ? j) + (t) where (t) denotes random Gaussian noise, independent from x( ) <t and where i 2 R and 2 R. The associated predictorx is the conditional mean E x(t)j x(t ? 1); : : : ; x(t ? p)] of the process x and is expressed x(t) = + P p i=1 i x(t ? i) + P q j=1 j (t ? j). These models are based on an associated approximation theorem: given a stationary 3 signal x(t) and for all 2 R +? and t 2 N + , x(t) can be approximated by an ARMA(p; q) predictorx(t) so that P t =0 kx( )?x( )k < with p < +1 and q < +1.
Most real-life signals are however non-stationary, at least at the rst order. Given a signal x(t), the principle of Box and Jenkins 5] methodology is to nd a stationary 1 In the following x(t) denotes the signal { i.e. the set of observations { x is the stochastic process of which observations are x(t) { i.e. the associated random variable { andx(t) the deterministic predictor built on the past values of the signal x( ) <t. 2 We do not describe econometric models since they are based on a priori knowledge of the nature and dynamic of the signal and thus are problem speci c. 3 Stationarity here means second order stationarity, i.e. mean and variance are independent from time. Given the limitations of these models, a wide range of signals can not be accurately forecast using statistical techniques. Here is the reason for the never-ending quest of new models in stochastic signal prediction.
B. Connectionist Techniques
As a new formalism, connectionism leads to a new interpretation of classical models. For instance, statistical models such as AR and ARMA models can be seen as simple neural networks 6]. Conversely, most connectionist models are extensions of statistical models. The most classical example of such a neural network is the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) 1]. Since Hornik, Stinchcombe and White have shown that MLP are universal approximators 7], MLP are theoretically able to forecast any purely auto-regressive signal. The main problem of this model 4 is that it do not deal with long term dependencies.
Several models based on the addition of recurrent connections to MLP have been proposed to deal with these long-term dependencies (Jordan and Elman networks, Local Feedback Networks...). Using recurrent connections means giving a virtually never-ending memory to the MLP. Since all these networks only deal with unit output, they do not t the ARMA process framework. Moreover, since they only use one delay on their recurrent connection, Lin, Horne, Ti no and Giles have shown that they are experimentally unable to model long term dependencies, despite theoretical background 8]. To ll this gap, NARMA model 2] is based on the connection of the network output error { i.e. the prediction error { to the input layer. Thus the best predictor in term of variance is expressed x(t) = Leaving these results aside, we rst present a simple non-linear model on which our modular approach is based: the -NARMA model. It is not only the simplest NARMA model but also it is an ARMA model with a non-linear activation function. -NARMA model is the basic cell of our connectionist modular approach.
A. Principles
An -NARMA(p; q) process x is expressed
where f is a non-linear function 5 ( ) n = (t)] n?1 df dx a(t)] n?1 where is the learning rate, the subscript n denotes the n th iteration of the learning algorithm and a(t) is called activation. Moreover n t modT if t 2 0; T . In the remainder of this article and to avoid confusion when dealing with learning, n is written mT + t where m is the epoch number and T is the overall size of the signal. T 1 is the subset of signal observations on which learning is performed (learning set) and T 2 is the set on which performances are measured (test set).
As seen before, the initialization of this model is a crucial point. B. An Empirical Study of the Learning Algorithm As a learning algorithm and an error initialization technique have been described, we are able to study the behavior 7 of the -NARMA(p; q) network during the learning process. Fig. 1 describes the evolution of the mean square error, both on test and learning sets. Noticeable oscillations appear on the learning plot after the 1000 th epoch whatever the value of the learning rate . This phenomenon could be due to random error initialization: the better the model ts the signal, the more the in uence of error initialization at the beginning of each epoch increases.
The parameters of this model may be split into three classes: dynamical parameters ( j ) n dealing with recurrent connections, static parameters ( i ) n with feed-forward connections and bias ( ) n with constant. B n = ( ) n ] 2 , n = P p i=1 ( i ) n ] 2 and n = P q j=1 ( j ) n ] 2 describe the overall evolution of each parameter class as a function of the learning iteration n. Therefore describe the overall evolution of each parameter class as a function of the epoch number m. Fig. 2 shows that m has an in exion point near the 800 th epoch. Fig. 3 shows that such an in exion point does not appear on the m evolution for -NMA models nor on m evolution for -NAR models. From this we may infer that the in exion point is due to the conjunction of both the AR and MA parts of the -NARMA model. Looking at Fig.  1 and 2 , the learning process may be divided into three parts: dynamical parameters quickly reach a local minimum (near 200 th epoch).
static parameters change so that prediction error decreases whereas dynamical parameters remain constant until the 700 th epoch is reached.
nally static parameters reach values for which prediction error is very low. The gradient descent forces dynamical parameters to increase together with static parameters.
C. Theoretical Clues to Learning Behavior
To give a theoretical framework to this interpretation, we rst study an ARMA model using the stochastic gradient descent learning rule to adjust its parameters. Error evolution on a given observation t with respect to the learning iteration mT + t is expressed The behavior of the rst three terms of equation 1 during the learning process may be theoretically described. At the beginning of the learning process, network parameters are randomly initialized. Ef (t)] mT+t g is thus close to E x(t)] and 4 given a smaller and smaller value as mT +t increases. Because the other terms are decreasing, the second term of the MA part becomes less negligible compared to them. Since oscillations occur after a large number of epochs, they can not be due to the rst term of the MA part which is then negligible. As this phenomenon does not occur with -NAR models, it should neither be due to 4 through a large part of the learning set. Moreover, oscillations do not occur during the beginning of the learning process. This term should then be negligible since it only becomes noticeable after a certain number of epochs.
We consequently split the learning process into three phases. During the rst phase, error is in uenced by the bias, the AR part and the rst term of the MA part of the model. During the second { transitional { phase, only the bias and the AR part in uence the error. During the last phase, the bias, the AR part and the second term of the MA part have an in uence on the error. As the second term of the MA part oscillates, so does the error. Since error behavior changes between each phase, the learning behavior of the model also changes. These results account for our intuitive interpretation and bring a better understanding of -NARMA model learning behavior.
Nevertheless the -NARMA process class is not of real interest in itself. As shown in Fig.  4 and 5, -NARMA models are roughly equivalent to ARMA models since their activations never reach values for which the sigmoid non-linear behavior is noticeable.
IV. -NARMA Networks Taking into account section II results, we propose a new connectionist architecture based on -NARMA models which is in fact a generalization of ARARMA models.
A. Principles
Frasconi, Gori and Soda LFN 9 is based on a particular type of unit, for which the output is computed using the value of the inputs and the previous value of the output 4] . From the signal prediction point of view, the propagation formula for a particular LFN having only one input layer and a single output unit isx(
where f is a sigmoid function. We call this network Local Feedback Unit (LFU). Using not only the last value of the unit output as input but the q last values leads to an obvious extension of LFU: Generalized LFU (GLFU). The propagation formula of a LFU becomes then for a GLFUx(t) = f + P p i=1 i x(t ? i) + Comparing this equation to -NARMA propagation formula leads to the seminal idea of -NARMA networks. As sigmoid units are combined to obtain MLP and as GLFU are combined to obtain GLFN, -NARMA models may be combined to obtain a larger network which takes advantage of the -NARMA forecasting ability. We call this new class of connectionist networks -NARMA networks. A -NARMA network is therefore a MLP in which sigmoid units have been replaced by -NARMA networks.
B. Virtual Error
To implement -NARMA networks, output error should be computed for every network unit, including hidden units. For an N layer MLP one-step predictorx applied to signal x, assuming layer 1 is the input layer and layer N is the output layer, propagation formulae are y 1 j (t) n = x(t ? j)
Subscript n denotes values related to the n th iteration of the learning process. y k j (t)] n is the output 10 of the j th unit of the k th layer, a k j (t)] n its associated activation and k j (t)] n its associated error. k is the number of units 11 of the k th layer. ( k ij ) n is the weight of the connection from the i th unit of layer k ?1 to the j th layer of unit k (static parameter). error 10]: the virtual error. The output error of any MLP unit may thus be computed using back-propagation formulae. Consequently, sigmoid units of a MLP may be replaced by -NARMA models. As is the usual notation for this term which is { from our point of view { a virtual error, we call these neural networks -NARMA.
C. Learning Algorithm
Assuming layers are numbered from 1 (inputs) to N (output), the propagation formula 12 of a -NARMA network are deduced from (2):
k j is the number of error delays for unit j of layer k, ( k ij ) n is the weight of the recurrent error connection of delay i related to the j th unit of layer k (dynamical parameter).
We use -NARMA back-propagation formulae to compute the virtual errors k j (t?i) and to compute parameter adjustments. Using the stochastic gradient back-propagation { in a very similar way to back-propagation through time principle 11] { and the propagation equation 
D. Experimental Behavior of the Learning Algorithm
A typical associated learning plot 13 is shown in Fig. 6 . An unexpected increase of mean square error appears in this gure near epoch 200. This kind of local maximum was frequently observed during our experiments. This phenomenon does not occur either in the case of -NARMA models or in the case of MLP. Therefore, it may be due to the complexity of the model, the recurrent error connections and the use of a stochastic gradient back-propagation algorithm as well. In fact, near the 200 th epoch, most of the rst hidden layer (layer 2) -NARMA units have small virtual error with the result that the second term of their MA part becomes noticeable. This interpretation is con rmed by the emergence of oscillations which we have shown to be due to this term in section III-C. Therefore, the learning behavior of most of the second layer -NARMA units changes. This change implies a global change in the -NARMA network learning behavior and causes the local peak of mean square error. This interpretation is partly con rmed by Fig. 7 and particularly by the evolution of dynamical parameters on the rst hidden layer (layer 2). Moreover, such a phenomenon occurs also near the 400 th epoch for the the second hidden layer (layer 3) (Fig. 7) . Nevertheless, since the in uence of dynamical parameters is less noticeable in this case, this phenomenon does not lead to such a change in the overall 13 We use a -NARMA network with 4 layers. The rst layer has 7 input units, the second has 6 -NARMA units with 7 delays, the third has 4 -NARMA units with 4 delays and the last has 1 -NARMA unit with 1 delay. The signal to which this architecture is applied is described in section V. Following Lapedes and Farber who used a linear unit instead of a sigmoid unit on the last layer of their MLP, we have also done experiments using an ARMA unit on the last layer but we have obtained similar results (Fig. 4 gives an explanation of this result). learning behavior.
E. Statistical Background
As seen in section II, ARMA models are based on the assumption that the signal is stationary. Following Parzen's interpretation of ARARMA model behavior, all the -NARMA units of the rst layers of -NARMA networks may be seen as dealing with longterm dependencies. The rst layers translate long term temporal dependencies into spatial dependencies with which a MLP-like network can easily deal. Thus the input signals of last layers have very short-term temporal dependencies but strong spatial dependencies. They do not need to have a strong temporal behavior. Using more than one unit per layer may be seen as dividing the signal into sub-signals which are easier to predict (divide and conquer principle) while increasing the number of layers can be seen as increasing the temporal complexity of the model. Experiments show that increasing the number of layers and the number of units per layer substantially improves results until over tting appears, due to the nite number of observations. Increasing the number of error delays leads to better performances until a maximum e ciency is reached. Since using a lot of delays implies increasing oscillations, an optimum has to be found. In the case of ARARMA models, Parzen has proposed an interpretation the model which would mean here that rst and last layers deal with long-term time dependencies while other layers deal with short-term time dependencies.
V. Experiments
In previous sections, some empirical results were studied but the corresponding signal and experimental protocol were not described. This section describes the three real-life signals to which the -NARMA model has been applied and the experimental protocol. It also draws a comparison between statistical models, classical connectionist networks and -NARMA networks. Finally, comparative results are con rmed by the study of the dependencies between prediction errors and several known explicative variables.
A. Signal Study
The rst signal describes the daily number of passengers on a particular railroad line. This is the signal on which the experiments described in the former sections have been done 14 . The second is the total monthly number of railroad passengers in France. The last one describes the monthly evolution of the expenditure of a given budget. Fig. 8 shows these three signals. Each one has its own speci city:
The daily tra c has an important number of observations (1096). Spectral analysis shows a visible season (7 days) and a pseudo-period (about 365 days). Signal analysis shows several regime-switches due to holidays (particularly summer vacation). This signal has a very low trend.
The monthly tra c has fewer observations (276). Spectral analysis shows a very noticeable yearly season (12 months). This signal has a noticeable trend and is not stationary.
The monthly expenditure signal has very few observations (71). It also has a noticeable season and a low trend. The important fact there is that January and June are very speci c since budget allocations happen during these months.
We test our models with these three di erent normalized signals. Benchmarking practice experimentally suggests that evaluating models on three signals with signi cantly various characteristics gives a good approximation of their overall performance 12].
B. Experimental Protocol
Evaluating models in an impartial way is a very di cult task since the chosen evaluation criterion has to be both problem and model independent. A classical criterion is the Average Relative Variance (ARV). ARV is expressed ARV = P t2T 2 (t) 2 card T 2 2 where (t) is the model error when forecasting x(t), T 2 is the set on which performance is measured and 2 is the error variance. Scale and variance independence is a good approximation of problem independence. As all studied model learning algorithms are based on mean square error, we will consider this criterion as model independent. But the ARV is based on mean square error and thus on the underlying assumption of Gaussian noise we also use 15 the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).
Besides, we must pay attention to the choice of the test set on which models are compared. As proposed by many authors, cross-validation is a good way to avoid comparison on a set on which architectural parameters are adjusted. For each model, the cardinal of the learning set is set to 80% of the total number of observations and the cardinals of the validation set and the test set are set to 10% each. The three sets are drawn at random amongst the observations. To avoid the in uence of this random choice, the presented results are the average values of the chosen criteria over a large number of repetitions. Because of computing limitations 16 , only 100 experiments have been performed for each model on a given signal, cutting down the potential accuracy of our experiments. Architectural parameters of the models are thus adjusted on the validation sets and the models themselves are compared on the test sets.
To avoid over tting, the early-stopping module monitors error evolution on a set on which no learning is done. It stops the learning process when the error starts to increase while error on the learning set is decreasing. Amari shows that this technique is e cient when early-stopping occurs before asymptotic convergence 17 13] . Theoretically, earlystopping requires a non-learned set di erent from test and validation sets but experiments show that the validation set can be used for this purpose.
If the auto-regressive part of the model is expressedx(t) = F x(t ? 1); : : : ; x(t ? p)], a rst step is to choose its optimal auto-regressive dimension p. Based on Takens embedding theorem 14], nonlinear dynamical system theory gives methods to nd p, given a su cient number of observations and as long as the signal is a deterministic chaos 15]. These methods have been successfully applied to nd this dimension in 16] but do not bring convincing results here because of the lack of data. To overcome this limitation, Weigend, Huberman and Rumelhart 17] proposed to study the evolution of the model ARV after convergence as a function of the number of its inputs { i.e. its auto-regressive dimension. Applying this technique to daily tra c signal leads to an optimal auto-regressive dimension of 7. The same technique applied to monthly signals gives an auto-regressive dimension of 12.
We apply a similar technique to nd other discrete parameter values (such as the number of units per layer) by varying independently each parameter and choosing the value which minimizes ARV 18 . Unfortunately, such a technique can not be used for non-discrete parameters { such as the learning rate . For their adjustment we use a less rigorous trial-and-error process.
Weights initialization is even more crucial than for MLP since recurrent connections cause more local minima. We empirically choose these values within ] ? 0:5; ?0:2] +0:2; +0:5 using a random uniform distribution. Experience reveals that this distribution 17 The convergence is said to be asymptotic when the epoch m where early stopping is performed is far larger than the network parameters number . In the particular case of our three signals, since m < 10 , early-stopping achieves good results. 18 The discrete parameter adjustment technique is less rigorous than it seems since parameters are treated as if they were independent. Therefore the global derivative of the error function with respect to a given parameter is approximated by its partial derivative, other parameters remaining constant. Consequently, rst parameters to be adjusted are less accurate than latter ones. is e cient to avoid local minima. The architecture of -NARMA networks used to predict the three real-life series are roughly the same. Each one has 4 layers of -NARMA units. The rst layer {input layer -has p units { p = 7 for the daily signal and p = 12 for monthly signals. The second one has 6 units for the daily signal, 7 for monthly tra c and 5 for monthly expenditure signal. All of these units have p recurrent error connections. The third layer has 4 units in the case of daily signal and 5 units in the case of monthly tra c and 3 units in the case of monthly expenditure signal. These units have 4 recurrent error connections for the daily signal and 3 recurrent error connections for monthly signals. The last layer { output layer { has obviously 1 unit. This unit has only one recurrent error connection, whatever the signal is.
C. Empirical Results
Taking these considerations into account, we are now able to compare all the architectures described in this article in the particular case of the three real-life signals mentioned above. Fig. 9 presents these results. They con rm that using error-based recurrent connections increases performance, particularly when comparing GLFN networks and -NARMA networks. Moreover, using only local multiply-delayed recurrent connections seems to be more e cient since it favors useful recurrent connections, as shown by the comparison of GLFN versus Elman networks. Surprisingly, the ARARMA model lack of computational power is strongly counterbalanced by its e cient temporal behavior. This shows that using local recurrent error connections is more important than using models with strong non-linear behavior. The overall performance of -NARMA networks is de nitely better than all the other models in the case of these series.
As MAPE and ARV are consistent and as error average value is almost null, the hypothesis of null mean Gaussian noise is roughly ful lled. Thus con dence intervals for the error are easily deduced from its standard deviation. Nevertheless, these results do not give any information on the temporal behavior of -NARMA networks.
D. Error Signal and Explicative Variables
Daily tra c is known to be strongly dependent on some explicative variables such as holidays and week-ends. As these variables are not used to predict the signal, the dependencies between model forecasting errors and these variables give interesting results about the model temporal behavior. We may thus classify days according to their status (week-ends, public holidays, school holidays,...) into C classes V i (0 < i C). Then, we may use the Fischer statistic to decide whether the membership of these classes is correlated to the error signal or not. Because of the temporal nature of both the signal and the class membership, we de ne the moving mean 
The classical Fischer statistic is obviously F(0). F(d) is used here to test the null hypothesis, that is to say independence between the signal and the set of classes. Using F(d) instead of F(0) is useful to detect delayed dependencies. For instance, tra c observed a given day is strongly in uenced by the fact that the following day is a holiday or not. Concerning school holidays, France is divided into three di erent geographic areas (A, B and C). Thus we consider four sets of C i classes instead of considering a set of C classes. The rst one S 1 is related to geographically independent public holidays and week-ends. the next three (S 2 , S 3 and S 4 ) are related to geographically-speci c vacation. Fig. 10 shows the moving Fischer statistic associated with the two rst sets. The probability of rejecting mistakenly the null hypothesis according to the maximum value of the moving Fischer statistic is less than 10 ?14 for the four sets. Therefore, strong dependencies exist between the signal and these four sets. Fig. 11 shows the moving Fischer statistic between predictor errors and these four sets. It shows that the better the predictor performance is the less these dependencies are noticeable. Though the Fischer statistic shows that dependencies exist between -NARMA error signal and these four sets, these dependencies are far less noticeable than for MLP networks or NARMA models. It con rms the good results of the -NARMA networks.
VI. Conclusion and Perspectives
Derived from both ARARMA models and LFN networks, -NARMA neural networks are very e cient in prediction tasks. Because they are neural networks, their non-linear behavior is helpful when forecasting non-linear signals. Nevertheless, their ability to give accurate prediction is above all related to both the use of local multiply delayed recurrent connections and to the fact that these connections deal with error values instead of output values. This shows that modular networks made of several simple units with strong temporal behavior are well suited for prediction tasks. This seems to be due to the nature of real-life signals: most of them are a conjunction of numerous simple subsignals. ARARMA behavior gives clues to a better understanding of -NARMA networks: increasing the number of layers of such a network can be seen as increasing its temporal complexity while increasing the number of units can be seen as increasing its modular behavior. These networks introduce new architectural parameters describing their temporal behavior, like the maximum number of recurrent connections related to each unit. Finding relevant values for these parameters is a di cult task and requires a good understanding the underlying mechanisms of the signal. It con rms that introducing a priori knowledge about the main mechanisms of the predicted signal is necessary to perform e cient prediction.
GLFN is another example of our modular approach but we have not developed it in this article since our study revealed it to be less e cient in prediction tasks. In the framework of prediction, a possible extension of -NARMA networks would be the use of -NARMA networks as units of a recurrent network instead of a MLP network. Another extension of -NARMA networks is -NARMA networks with eXogenous variables ( -NARMAX). For these networks, inputs are not only the past values of the signal (endogenous variables) but also past { and maybe future { values of explicative variables (exogenous variables) 18]. models and statistical validation.
